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ABSTRACT

Nowaday, to make a system to process a bunch of video from cameras, we need to have
a Video Management Software (VMS), which require a big structure, and also big band-
width because VMS itself need to refresh every single image (frame) of video. To store
images in the storage, and be a center of all video viewer client, video analytic server.
So, after VMS get all the images from all of the camera, the VMS need to send those
images to all client, and analytic server. If we have a lot of cameras, this require such a
big bandwidth. Not only bandwidth and structure are the issues, but power consumption
is also the issue. In conventional way, every single device is plugged to the electricity
from the factory. Suppose we have a million of the camera all over the town, the amount
of electricity usage would be so high. Configuration on those VMSs are also hard. High
learning curve is needed to understand how to config them.

To have more efficiency technique, we need to reduce whatever we do not need. Such
as VMS, and bandwidth usage. So first, instead of record every single image from each
camera, we do record only the set of images we are interested instead. But to do that, the
part of the video processing would be on the camera, or somewhere close to the camera
instead of the server. This require the system to have a microprocessor and application to
process the image from the camera. This would make more efficient way for the band-
width usage. And using solar cell with the battery to power the camera, store the energy
in the battery for the time solar cell cannot generate the power for the camera.

Keywords: Self-Powered, Real-Time, Traffic Violation, Detection, OpenCV, Rasp-
berry Pi, Background Subtraction, Morphology, Connected Components, Solar Power
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement

The analytic system nowaday require such a big structure. VMS with the database server
to connect to a lot of cameras. Clients to stream the image from the VMS. For both part of
the connection, the high bandwidth is required. And, every single camera and the server
all using power from the central electricity, which will be a huge amount of the power
consumption at a time.

So, to solve the problem, we need to create a system which reduce power usage from
the central electricity, reduce the size of the system, reduce the bandwidth usage, and
make the architecture as simple as possible. To reduce the power usage from the central
electricity, solar cell and battery is used for the camera and the analytic part. But, to run
the central server to record all the traffic violation, energy from the central electricity is
still required. The size of the system is reduced by separated all the part of all camera
into a stand alone smaller system, and send only the violation information to the server to
reduce the bandwidth usage.

1.2 Objectives

· Develop lane crossing detection on the embedded system

· Optimize lane crossing detection on the embedded system

· Power the embedded system using solar energy

· Develop a server to collect the lane crossing data from the embedded system

1.3 Limitations and Scope

· The effective distance of the lane crossing detection is 30m.

· The lane crossing detection may not working during the rain

· The battery can be charged with full capability in the good light condition
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Camera

The camera used in this system is the IQEye IQInVision 762N. This camera use 2MP
sensor with the resolution of 1090 x 1080 pixels, aspect ratio 16:9. The power is given to
the camera by each way, the PoE (Power over Ethernet), or direct line.

Figure 2.1: Camera IQEye IQ762N

To make the camera available outdoor, the housing for the camera is required.

Figure 2.2: Camera Housing
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2.2 Raspberry PI 2

Raspberry PI 2 is an embedded board using ARM-based processor, running OS using
the micro SD card as a storage. The specification of the Raspberry PI 2 is a 900MHz
quad-core ARM Cortex CPU (Broadcom BCM2836) with 1GB LPDDR2 SD ram.

Figure 2.3: Raspberry PI 2

BCM2836 is based on ARMv7 architecture. The processor has 8 stages pipeline. Both
L1 instruction and data cache have 32KB per core.

The previous Raspberry PI uses the BCM2835 processor. And, there is some comparison
from the Raspberry PI Foundation itself.

Figure 2.4: Presort Comparison between Raspberry PIs

From the presort program comparison, Raspberry PI takes 26 seconds to complete the
presort task on 1 thread, and 53 seconds on 2 threads. For Raspberry PI, presort result on
3 and 4 threads are not available. Raspberry PI 2 takes only 7.4 seconds to complete the
presort on 1 thread, and around for more thread.

Raspberry PI 2, has a little more power consumption that the Raspberry PI model B+,
but has significantly less than the Raspberry PI model B. From the table and the graph,
Raspberry PI 2 consumes the most power with the shoot 1080p video operation at 350mA.
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Figure 2.5: Power Consumption Comparison between Raspberry PIs

Figure 2.6: Power Consumption Comparison between Raspberry PIs

2.3 Raspbian

Raspbian is an operation system base on Debian optimized for the Raspberry PI. The
image of the file can be downloaded from https://www.raspberrypi.org/downloads/ . To
install the system, write an image to the SD card. The first time of the operation on the
Raspberry PI, the Raspbian will start the configuration part if we want.

2.4 Application on Raspbian

To write the application on the Raspbian, due to the different processor architecture, cross
compilation or compilation on the Raspberry PI is required.

2.5 OpenCV

OpenCV, or Open source Computer Vision, is a library to write an application working
with the image processing.
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2.6 3G Aircard (Dongle)

To connect to the internet from the system, 3G dongle is required due to the wireless
communication, and making system stand alone. The dongle used in this system is the
TRUE (Operator in Thailand) 3g dongle (ZTE) that can have the maximum bandwidth at
21 Mbps.

Figure 2.7: 3G Aircard

2.7 Solar power system

2.7.1 Solar power structure

Nowaday, solar cell is popular to power a system. Using inverter to convert the electrical
from the solar cell system, which is DC, to use for the home electrical equipment. And,
using the solar charger to switch the power source between the solar cell and the battery.
In this case, the battery must be used due to the operation time of the camera should
include the nighttime, and the time with the bad weather, or bad light condition, which
solar panel cannot generate the energy from the solar power. To do the switching we need
the solar charge controller connect between the battery and the solar panel. To use DC
electricity, we can connect the cable directly from the solar charge controller. And if we
need AC electricity, the inverter is in charged.

The solar power system can power the the camera while the battery is charging. Also,
when the solar power cannot generate the power, the solar charge controller will automat-
ically switch the power source to the battery instead.

2.7.2 Solar panel

Solar panel is used to collect the power from solar energy. The power can be collected
to the maximum capability of each solar panel at around 4 hour a day in the clear sky
condition. There are two types of the solar panel. Polycrystalline type is the type that can
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Figure 2.8: Solar power system

generate the power earlier than the another type, monocrystalline. But, by average both
types of the solar panel can generate the same amount of the power.

Figure 2.9: Solar Panel

2.7.3 Solar charge controller

Solar charge controller is an equipment used to manage the power from the solar panel to
charge the battery, or use in the circuit. Solar charge controller charges the battery with
the PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) to avoid heating and gassing of the battery. PWM
charging also provides the higher charging efficiency, and longer life cycle.
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Figure 2.10: Solar Charge Controller

There are LEDs on the solar charge controller indicate the status of each part. The left
LED indicates the status of the solar panel (Green as on.). The middle LED indicates the
status of the battery (Green as full, or more than half, yellow as below half, and red as
empty ). The right LED indicates if the switch to the system is on or not (Green as on).

Figure 2.11: Solar Charge Controller LED Indicators

2.7.4 Battery

The battery using in this system is 12v. batter with the 45ah capacity from 3K. The battery
is used to store the energy while the solar cell system cannot generate enough power for
the system, so that the system can be standby for all day long.

2.8 Related work

In (Xu, 2007), Li-Qun Xu. represent the issue of the video analytic and surveillance sys-
tems. First, the traffic reduction is needed due to the video transmission to the central
processors. He claimed that the video processing should be placed near the edge of the
network so it can reduced significant number of the transmission. Second, the importance
of user-centred design or user-centric models is now widely recognized that if the new
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Figure 2.12: Battery

structure is working, custom camera which can record the specific event can be imple-
mented, and can be customized for each user using the same structure. Another one is the
situation awareness for large congregated events in complex and geographic distributed
site will require a vast network of the cameras to work cooperatively. The traditional
structure would be like the figure below.

Figure 2.13: Traditional video analytic system structure

(Bramberger, Brunner, Rinner, & Schwabach, 2004), Bramberger et al. is the prove of
concept which consist of prototype of the smart camera for traffic surveillance by using
the CMOS sensor along with Digital Signal Processing (DSP), and the network processor
to process the high level analytic, and stream to the central monitoring station.
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Figure 2.14: System architecture of the smart camera
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Background Subtraction

Background subtraction is an algorithm to detect moving part of the image. Background
subtraction is used to remove the part of the background and will remain the foreground
part as the grayscale image. The white color part of the foreground image is for the
moving part, the gray part of the image is the shadow, and the black part is background.
Then, the foreground part can be detected the moving object by using other method.

Figure 3.1: Background subtraction example

3.2 Morphological

Morphological is the basic operation to transform the image shape. Basically the opera-
tion is performed to the binary image.

3.2.1 Erosion

Erosion will remove the area around the shape. This operation makes shape of the dark
zone smaller, or narrower, and also makes 2 shapes, that should be separated, separated.
The result image after the erosion applied is illustrated as fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Erosion example

Figure 3.3: Dilation example

3.2.2 Dilation

Dilation will create the bound around the shape. This operation will makes shape of the
dark zone bigger, and also makes shaped, which are close to each other, connected. The
result image after the dilation applied is illustrated as fig. 3.3.

3.2.3 Morhphology EX

Morphology EX is a function in OpenCV. Morphology EX consists of 5 type of functions
such as opening, closing, morphological gradient, top hat, and black hat. The function
which will be used is closing due to the background subtraction operation which can
generate the foreground with open gap. The closing function is the application of the
erosion and dilation. The closing will start with the erosion of the image. Then, apply
dilation to the result of the erosion of the image. The result shows in fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Morphology EX: Closing

Figure 3.5: Connected Component example

3.3 Connected Component

Connected component is the algorithm use to recognize the position of each component
as illustrated in fig. 3.5. Each closed gap shape is a component. Then, the position of each
component can be used to track the object.

Applying color map is used to illustrate the component image because the color image is
easier to be recognize than the grayscale one. In this case, the color map type is JET color
map. The result is illustrated in fig. 3.6.

3.4 Main Program

First, start with reading the image from camera. Then, resize the image to 384 x 216 pix-
els to keep the aspect ratio at 16:9 (The image from the camera has the resolution at 1920
x 1080 pixels, which is 16:9). Resizing also decrease the processing workload on the
processor due to the board is not as powerful as a pc, and to make less power consump-
tion. After resize the image, the background subtraction is applied. The image output of
the background subtraction will be grayscale image with 3 colors. White indicates the
foreground, or the moving objects. Gray indicates the shadow, and Black indicates the
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Figure 3.6: JET Color map example

background as illustrated in fig. 3.8.

Figure 3.7: Main program original image

The result from the background subtraction may contain some noise due to the noise from
the camera will make different color from the last image. Then, blur operation is taken to
get rid of those noise as result in fig. 3.9.

Next, threshold the image, which result in fig. 3.10, to make the whole shadow and the
moving object the same object (Some part of the moving object is seen to be a shadow
by the background subtraction. That is why I threshold the image to make it whole).
After applying threshold, Morphology EX type close is applied. The result will be like
illustrated in fig. 3.11.

Then, apply the connected component to detect the object, and fill the color with JET
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Figure 3.8: Main program image after background subtraction

color map as illustrated in fig. 3.12.

Those connected component and color map are for illustration. After that, find contour
from the image after blur to separate the object, and detect the movement of the object by
finding the nearest object. Then, if any object moved across the virtual line, the violation
is detected, and send the image to the server.

3.5 Structure

The structure (fig. 3.14) would have the main part on the server which have the public IP.
All the camera, powered by the solar cell and the battery, connect to the mobile connection
(3G) dongle to allow internet access. All the camera will monitor the traffic for all the
time, and finding the traffic violation. After the violation is detected, the camera will send
the images to the server.

3.6 Server

We will use Apache with PHP to make a web service server to receive the data from
the cameras. Using MySQL for database. The server contains two part of services, the
heartbeat, and the image server. The heartbeat is for receiving the signal from the system
if the system is on or not. The system will send the signal to the server every 10 minutes.
The image server will receive the image which is the traffic violation.
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Figure 3.9: Main program image after blur

And the protocol to send the image to the server is HTTP POST method. The format of
the data would be as followed.

3.7 Internet Connection

Using the 3g dongle with the Raspberry PI 2. To install driver for the 3g dongle on the
Raspberry PI, the package ppp, usb modeswitch, and wvdial is required. After install
those packages, open the usb modeswitch configuration file by the following command
in command line.

sudo vim /etc/usb_modeswitch.conf

Then, add the following text to the file.

# Huawei E303

DefaultVendor=0x12d1

DefaultProduct=0x14fe

TargetVendor=0x12d1

TargetProduct=0x1506

15



Figure 3.10: Main program image after threshold

MessageContent="555342431234567800000000000000110620000001000

00000000000000000"

After adding, type the following command in command line in Raspbian on the Raspberry
PI.

sudo usb_modeswitch -c /etc/usb_modeswitch.conf

Then, add the following command to the /etc/wvdial.conf.

[Dialer Defaults]

Init1 = ATZ

#Init3 = ATE0V1&D2&C1S0=0+IFC=2,2

Init2 = AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","internet"

Stupid Mode = 1

Modem Type = Analog Modem

ISDN = 0

Phone = *99#

Modem = /dev/gsmmodem

Username = "true"

16



Figure 3.11: Main program image after apply morphology ex

Figure 3.12: Main program image after apply color map

Password = "true"

Baud = 460800

Finally, call the following command to start using 3G from the dongle. If the Raspberry
PI can connect the 3G via the dongle, LED will be on with blue color as can be seen in
fig. 3.17.

sudo wvdial &

3.8 Self-powered

Using solar cell to power the battery by using the solar charge controller which connect to
both of the solar panel and the battery providing charge while the solar panel can generate
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the electrical power, and the solar charge controller will automatically switch the power
source to the battery while the solar panel cannot generate the electrical power.

The power needed to power the system is calculated from all the power over the time
the system need to be on. The power needed by raspberry PI 2 is around 2 watt (5v.
400ma.). The power needed by the camera is 8 watt reference from the (Vicon Industries
Inc., 2014). So, the powered need in an hour is 10 watt. The operate time for the system
is 10 hours. So the power needed for the system is 10 watt x 10 hour = 100 watt hour.
The solar panel can collect the power at the maximum capacity around 4 hour a day with
the clear sky condition, then the capacity of the solar panel must be at least 100 watt in 4
hour that is equal to 25 watt. The battery capacity is calculated from the power needed to
the system. Power needed is 100 watt, divide by the voltage of the battery, which is car
batteries (12v.). Then, the capacity of the batter should be more than 100 divided by 12,
which is equal to 8.33ah.
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Figure 3.13: Main program flow chart
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Figure 3.14: Structure

Figure 3.15: Server structure
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Figure 3.16: Protocol

Figure 3.17: 3G Aircard Successfully connected
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Figure 3.18: Power System
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Conclusion

The package of the system is put in the 30 x 20 inches transparent cover box, which allow
light sensor to detect the light to cut off the power when the light is low due to the bad
condition image produce by the camera in the evening.

Figure 4.1: Transparent Cover Box

The solar pane is connected to the long cable (20 m.) with 4 sq. mm. power cable.

Figure 4.2: Solar panel with long cabel
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The system is mounted in the box with the 9-24 v. to 5 v. regulator module to make the
system available to power the Raspberry PI 2 board (which is 5 v.).

Figure 4.3: Regulator module for Raspberry PI

And, the system is installed at the ISE car park illustrated in fig. 4.5.

There are heartbeat logs from the server (fig. 4.6).

The camera image from the field is in fig. 4.7. The line is at around the center of the road.

There are images from the violation illustrated in (fig. 4.8).

The power generated by the solar panel is measured from 8AM to 6PM is in table 4.1.

And, the power consumed by the system is measure by connecting the battery to the
system, and disconnect the solar part from the system. Measure the voltage from the
battery, and measure the current on the 12 v. power line. The voltage over the battery is
11.93 v., and the current in the power line is 0.611 a. Then, the power consumed by the
system is 7.28923 watt / hour, or 19.28923 watt . hour a day (operate 12 hours a day).

4.2 Recommendations

The system can be further develop by using other better algorithm, change to better pro-
cessor if they exists in the future, change to the better solar panel, or even change the
battery to be a higher capacity, or using the deep cycle battery to get the longer life cycle
battery. The platform can also change into some kind of smart phone, which can be made
to consume lower energy, and smaller package, but the resolution, or the image quality
may not be as good as a camera.
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Figure 4.4: System mounted in the box

4.3 Budget
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Figure 4.5: System installed

Figure 4.6: Heartbeat logs
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Figure 4.7: Camera image from the field
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Figure 4.8: Violation example
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Table 4.1: Power generated by solar panel

Time Voltage Current Power

8 AM 19.90 0.604 12.0196

9 AM 19.17 1.344 25.76448

10 AM 18.92 1.79 33.8668

11 AM 19.01 2.385 45.33885

12 PM 18.30 2.426 44.3958

1 PM 18.19 2.518 45.80242

2 PM 18.20 2.216 40.3312

3 PM 19.71 1.82 35.8722

4 PM 17.86 0.21 3.7506

5 PM 17.31 0.02 0.3462

6 PM 15.91 0.016 0.25456

Summary 287.74271

Table 4.2: Budget

Raspberry PI 2 1,250.-

Micro SD Card 16GB Class 10 400.-

Micro USB Cable 100.-

Solar Panel 50watt 2,000.-

Solar Charge Controller 1,400.-

Battery 45 ah 2,000.-

3G USB Dongle 890.-

Summary 8,040.-
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